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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method to extract and verify
individual speaker utterance using a subspace method. This
method can extract speech section of the same speaker by
repeating speaker verification between the present speech
section and the immediately previous speech section. The
speaker models are automatically trained in the verification
process without constructing speaker templates in advance.
As a result, this speaker verification method is applied to
speaker indexing. In this study, announcer utterances are
automatically separated from news speech data which in-
cludes reporter or interviewer utterances using the speaker
verification method. Also the utterances of each participant
in debate program broadcasted on TV are automatically ex-
tracted. Furthermore, speech sections of actor or actress in
TV drama are extracted.

1. Introduction

We are getting much information everyday from broad-
casted TV programs such as news, debate, dramas, docu-
ments and so on. When we want to pick up some topics
spoken by a certain person in debate or want to see some
scenes where a certain actor plays, no VCR at present can
search his speech and play back them.

In this paper, we propose a method to automatically divide
the TV program speech into speakers and then index in real
time who is speaking. Speaker models are not prepared in
advance. They are constructed through indexing in self-
organization mode. As a result, we can pick up the speech
of the same person from the TV program.

In the speaker modeling, we employ a subspace method.
Namely the speaker subspace of the first speaker is con-
structed using his input speech data. The speaker indexing
is carried out based on speaker verification. Namely, for
every spoken sentence, the input speech is verified whether
it belongs to the same person just previously speaking.

If it belongs to the same person, then the speaker verifi-
cation continues and his model is updated using the latest

speech data. Otherwise the input speech is verified whether
it belongs to one of the previous speakers. If so, the present
speaker is regarded as the previous one. Otherwise a new s-
peaker model is constructed using the following input speech
data. This self-organized speaker indexing continues until
the end of the TV program.

In the application to TV news program, it becomes possi-
ble to extract only the announcer speech, excluding the in-
terviewer or reporter speech. Then the news can be reduced
and summarized. In debate program, it becomes possible to
construct a database about participant opinions by finding
their utterances and dictating them automatically. Further-
more, in drama, actor or actress speech can be extracted and
the corresponding scenes can be played back.

2. Related works

Several works have been reported about speaker indexing.
They are mainly grouped into two classes; manual modeling
and self-organized modeling. Almost all the works reported
the manual modeling of speakers[1][2][3]. In these works,
speech data of the individual speaker is collected in advance
and is used to construct the speaker models. In speaker
indexing, the input speech is compared with the speaker
models and is accepted or rejected as the true speaker.

On the other hands, in self-organized modeling, the s-
peaker models are constructed in on-line mode[4]. Namely
speaker model construction and speaker indexing are per-
formed simultaneously. Our proposing method is based on
this self-organized modeling. The difference from the con-
ventional method is that the proposing method can perform
the speaker indexing in real time as well as in on-line mode.
This means that speaker indexing and model construction
can be performed simultaneously and sequentially without
storing all the testing speech data in advance.



3. Speaker verification by subspace

3.1. Speaker verification

Speaker verification is a technique to judge if the input
speech belongs to the specified person or not[5]. Fig.1
shows the speaker verification process. When the speaker
ID of speaker

�
and his speech are fed to the verification

system, the distance is computed between the model of the
speaker

�
and the input speech. If the distance is smaller

than some threshold, the input speaker is accepted as the true
speaker

�
. Otherwise the input speaker is rejected. In our

experiment, speaker subspace is constructed as the speaker
model and the distance between the speaker subspace and
the input speech is computed.
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Figure 1: Speaker verification

3.2. Speaker subspace

As shown in Fig.2, we observe speech data ������� of the
speaker � and speech data ���
	�� of the speaker � in an ob-
servation space. The speech data are a sequence of spectral
feature vectors  ������ and  ��	��� obtained at time � by short time
spectral analysis. We denote the speech data � ����� as a ma-

trix whose row is a spectral feature vector  ������������ ����� ��
1 � � ����� . Here  ������ denotes an observed feature vector

and � ����� is their mean vector. The column of the matrix
corresponds to frequency � �

1 � � ����� .
By singular value decomposition, the speech data matrix������� is decomposed as

� ����� �"!#����� Σ �����%$#����� � �
1 �

Here ! ����� and $ ����� are the matrices whose columns are
eigenvectors of �������&������� � and ������� � ������� respectively. Σ �����
is the singular value matrix of � ����� .

The eigenvectors of the correlation matrix ������� � ������� are
the orthonormal bases of the speech data ������� , computed
based on a criterion that the total distance is minimized
between feature vectors  ������'�(� ����� and the orthonormal
bases[6][7]. Then $ ����� is considered as orthonormal bases of

the speaker space. This is completely same as the principal
component analysis of the speech data  ������ .

If the large singular values up to ) numbers are select-
ed from the matrix Σ ����� , the matrix $ ����� becomes � x )
dimension and is considered as the speaker subspace[8].
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Figure 2: Speaker subspace

3.3. Verification by speaker subspace

The speaker subspace $ ����� is composed of orthonormal
bases *,+ �����1 -/.0./.1- + �����243 of the speech data ������� . Speaker
verification can be carried out by computing a distance from
an input speech vector  � in the observation space to the
speaker subspace $ ����� .

The distance is defined as follows using the orthonormal
bases */+ �����1 -/.0./.0- + �����2 3 from the observation space to the s-
peaker subspace.5 �76/� � $8����� -  � � �9  � � *;: 	

���  � �<� ����� � � + �����	 � + �����	>= � ����� 3 9 2 (2)

The distances computed by Eq.(2) between speech vectors � and the speaker subspace $ ����� are averaged over time � .
The speaker is identified as one with the minimum averaged
distance between the speech vectors and the subspace.

4. Speaker indexing for TV news

4.1. Extraction of speaker section

Continuous news speech is divided into sections of re-
spective speaker. The sections are called here “ speaker
sections”. The continuous news speech is also divided in-
to sections separated by silence. The sections are called “
speech sections”.

Fig.3 shows the concept of the speaker sections in TV
news program. Our purpose is to extract the speech section
of the same person from the total input speech. In the



figure, announcer speech is extracted and shown by the bold
solid lines. The extraction process is shown in Fig.4 and
summarized as follows;

(1) Averaged power is computed at every 1 second on the
input speech. If it is lower than some threshold it is
regarded as silence. The speech section between two
silences is extracted.

(2) Using the firstly extracted speech section, a speaker
subspace is constructed. This speaker subspace corre-
sponds to the model of the speaker ? shown in Fig.1.
Here the threshold @ to accept or reject the speaker is
determined as follows, using A (mean) and B (stan-
dard deviation) of the distance between speech data
of the first speech section and the constructed speaker
subspace. @DC(AFE B

3 G 3 H
(3) On the successive speech section, the distance is com-

puted between the input speech and the model. If the
distance is lower than the threshold @ , it is judged that
the speaker ? is still speaking. In this case, the speak-
er subspace model is updated as well as the threshold@ using all the speech data verified as speaker ? .

(4) Otherwise, it is regarded that speaker ? has finished
his speech and new speaker or previous speaker begins
speaking. To judge it, the distance between the input
speech section and the previously constructed speaker
subspace models is computed. If some speakers have
lower distance than threshold @ , then the input speaker
is judged as the speaker with the lowest distance. Oth-
erwise, the input speaker is regarded as a new speaker
and step (2) begins starting.
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Figure 3: Extraction concept of speaker sections in TV news
program

4.2. Experimental result

We selected 30 days 5 minutes NHK news articles which
included reporter speech as well as announcer speech. The
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Figure 4: Extraction process of speaker sections in TV news
program

duration time in total was about 150 minutes. For these 30
days news articles we carried out the experiment to extract
the announcer sections. The dimension of speaker subspace
was set to 7 after preliminary experiment. The experimental
condition is shown in Table.1.

Table 1: Experimental condition

Speech data 30 days NHK news articles

Sampling frequency 12kHz
Frame length 20ms
Frame period 5ms
Window type Hamming window
Features LPC Cepstrum(16 orders)

Subspace dimension 7
Threshold I I = J + K

3

The extraction of announcer sections was evaluated by the
extraction rate and the precision rate defined as follows;

LNMPO&Q0RTS�OVUXW0YZQ0R;O7[]\_^ Number of correctly verified speech
sections as announcer `^ Number of total speech sections of
the announcer ` (4)

abQ,[cSdUfegUhW/YiQ0R;O7[j\k^ Number of correctly verified speech
sections as announcer `
^ Number of verified speech sections

as announcer ` (5)



Here announcer is judged as the speaker who speaks the
longest time in 1 day 5 minutes NHK news.

The announcer extraction result is shown in Table2. The
extraction rate was 93.4% and the precision rate was 98.7%.
In a case where the first speech section was too short to
construct the speaker subspace model, the threshold tended
to be set lower than the optimal value so that the speech
sections were sometimes rejected. In a case where the noise
was superimposed on the speech, the speaker verification
tended to fail.

Table 2: Speaker indexing result in news article(%)

Extraction rate 93.4
Precision rate 98.7

5. Speaker indexing for debate program

5.1. Extraction of speaker section

Continuous debating speech is divided into sections of
respective speaker. The sections are called here “ speaker
sections”. The continuous debating speech is also divided
into sections separated by silence. The sections are called “
speech sections”.

The extraction process of speaker sections is similar to
that in the news speech. Fig.5 shows the concept of speaker
sections in the debate program. The same person, for exam-
ple, speaker A is tracked and all his speech are extracted and
shown by the solid lines. The difference of the extraction
process from the news speech is summarized as follows;

1. Averaged power is computed at every 0.5 second in
stead of 1 second on the input speech and silences are
detected. This is because participants speak faster and
silence is shorter between speakers in debate program
compared with the news program.

2. If the first speech section is less than 1 second, it is
neglected because it is too short for speaker model
construction.

3. The threshold l to accept or reject the speaker is set
at two levels as follows;

(a) In a case where the total speech data collect-
ed is less than 10 seconds, the threshold is set
relatively higher as follows, because speech is
changeable compared with normal speech in de-
bate and the speaker model constructed by less

than 10 seconds is unstable.

lDm(npo 1 q 2 r s 6 t
(b) In a case where the total speech data collected

is more than 10 seconds, the threshold is set
relatively lower as follows, because the speaker
model constructed by more than 10 seconds is
stable. lDm(npo 0 q 65 r s 7 t
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Figure 5: Extraction concept of speaker sections in debate
program

5.2. Experimental result

TV video data in which five males were talking for 7
minutes was used for speaker indexing. The dimension of
speaker subspace was set to 7 after preliminary experiment.
The experimental condition is shown in Table.3.

Table 3: Experimental condition

Speech data 7 minutes debate program

Sampling frequency 12kHz
Frame length 20ms
Frame period 5ms
Window type Hamming window
Features LPC Cepstrum(16 orders)

Subspace dimension 7

The speaker indexing in debate was evaluated by the ex-
traction rate and precision rate which are same as those in



the news speech. The speaker indexing result is shown in
Table4. Here 1- u indicates that the one threshold defined
in the news article is used in this debate program. The 2- u
indicates the proposed two level thresholding.

In the 1- u method, the extraction rate was 59.3% and
the precision rate was 70.3% respectively. On the other
hand, in the 2- u method, the extraction rate was 96.7%
and the precision rate was 100% respectively. This means
that in a case where the training speech was too short to
construct the speaker subspace model, the threshold tended
to be set lower than the optimal value so that the speech was
sometimes rejected. This problem was solved by utilizing
the 2- u method.

Table 4: Speaker indexing result in debate program(%)

1- u 2- u
Extraction rate 59.3 96.7
Precision rate 70.3 100

6. Speaker indexing for drama

6.1. Extraction of speaker section

The extraction process for speaker sections in drama is
almost same as that in the debate program except for the
threshold. In drama, actors or actresses speak emotionally
so that the distance deviation seems larger than that in the
debate program. To deal with this problem, we employed
3- u method by expanding 2- u method used in the debate
program.

The difference from the drama program is summarized as
follows. The threshold u to accept or reject the speaker is
set at three levels as follows;

(a) In a case where the total speech data collected is less
than 5 seconds, the threshold is set the highest as
follows, partially because speech is changeable com-
pared with normal speech and partially because the
speaker model constructed by less than 5 seconds is
unstable. uDv�wyx 1 z 6 { | 8 }

(b) In a case where the total speech data collected is more
than 5 seconds and less than 10 seconds, the threshold
is set relatively higher as follows.

uDv�wyx 1 z 4 { | 9 }
(c) In a case where the total speech data collected is more

than 10 seconds, the threshold is set relatively lower

as follows because the speaker model becomes stable.

u~v�wFx 0 z 7 { | 10 }
6.2. Experimental result

TV drama in which three actors and two actresses were
talking for 7 minutes was used for speaker indexing. At
present, in this drama, the music nor strong noises are not
included. The dimension of speaker subspace was set to 7
after preliminary experiment. The experimental condition
is shown in Table.5.

Table 5: Experimental condition

Speech data 7 minutes drama
including 5 persons

Sampling frequency 12kHz
Frame length 20ms
Frame period 5ms
Window type Hamming window
Features LPC Cepstrum(16 orders)

Subspace dimension 7

The speaker indexing in the drama was evaluated by the
extraction rate and precision rate which are same as those in
the debate program. The speaker indexing result is shown in
Table6. Here 2- u indicates that the two thresholds defined in
the debate program are used in this drama. The 3- u indicates
the proposed three level thresholding.

Table 6: Speaker indexing result in drama(%)

2- u 3- u
Extraction rate 58.7 61.9
Precision rate 68.3 69.8

In the 2- u method, the extraction rate was 58.7% and the
precision rate was 68.3% respectively. On the other hand,
in the 3- u method, the extraction rate was 61.9% and the
precision rate was 69.8% respectively. This means that in a
case where the training speech was too short to construct the
speaker subspace model, the threshold tended to be set lower
than the optimal value so that the speech was sometimes
rejected. Longer the speech data are collected, the lower
the threshold should be set. At present, we employed three
level thresholding and obtained a little improvement. To
solve this problem completely, we are planning a continuous
thresholding method in which the threshold changes as a
function of time.



7. Application of speaker indexing

7.1. Article extraction

We already applied this speaker indexing method to article
extraction from TV news program. The TV news program
is generally composed of announcer speech followed by re-
porter or interviewer speech and again announcer speech
for the next news article. We applied the speaker index-
ing method and separated the announcer speech from the
reporter or interviewer speech. In this application, a news
article is extracted as a time section, starting from announcer
speech followed by reporter or interviewer speech ending at
announcer speech just before the next article. By indexing
announcer speech, The extracted news articles are summa-
rized and a news database can be constructed.

7.2. Article classification

In order to construct a news database with a function of
video on demand (VOD), it is required to classify news ar-
ticles into topics. We also constructed a system which can
dictate news speech, extract keywords and classify news arti-
cles based on the extracted keywords. As an experiment, we
compared the classification performance of news articles in
two cases; dictating only the announcer utterances which are
automatically extracted and dictating a whole speech which
includes reporter or interviewer utterances. As a result, we
found that it is sufficient to dictate only the announcer ut-
terance in classifying the news articles and it contributes to
reduce the processing time[9].

7.3. Speaker Retrieval

In debate program, the speaker retrieval is feasible. This
contributes to play back and listen to the speech of the special
spaker. If dictation is applied to the debate speech, the
speaker retrieval with keyword locating function will be
available. In drama, the speaker retrieval will be possible
to pick up the speech of the special actor or actress whom a
watcher is interested in among all the drama included in the
database.

8. Conclusion

The method of real time speaker indexing has been pro-
posed using subspace method.

It was applied to 30 days NHK news program in order to
extract announcer speech. It was also applied to TV debate
program in order to separate the speakers and retrieve them.
Furthermore, speaker indexing was experimented for the TV
drama program.

In the news program, the experiment showed 93.4% ex-
traction rate and 98.7% precision rate. In the debate pro-
gram, the experiment showed 96.7% extraction rate and
100% precision rate. However, in the drama program, the
experiment showed relatively lower result, 61.9% extraction
rate and 69.8% precision rate.

We are planning to improve the drama indexing and to
make it robust under noisy and musical circumstances as
well as speaker overlapping. We are also planning to expand
this method to retrieve the speakers in debate and drama.
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